
P O S I T I V E  I M A G I N G

COMMUNITY CAT



Cat lady!
BA in TV/Film Production from SHU
12 years experience in the TV and Content
Creation industries
Photography enthusiast
7 years of volunteer TNR work
6 years fostering cats & kittens
NJ > DC > Chicago

About Me!

peasonme@gmail.com
 @ncapitolkittens 
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SUBJECT MATTER



External education - educating the general public
Examples: What is TNR? What is a Community Cat?

Internal education - educating shelter/rescue staff and volunteers
Examples: What to do when you find kittens? How to bottle
feed a kitten, How to do TNR, etc.

Spark Interest
Examples: A video to recruit TNR volunteers or fosters, a video
to promote your adoptable foster cat

Fundraising
For fundraising videos, you will want to form a personal
connection between the viewer and your cause.
Focus in on a specific cat, group of cats, or issue.

Subject Matter
Determine what you want your video or photos to accomplish



CAPTURING VIDEO



Don't...

While trapping cats is super
important, it's not the best time for
promotional videos and photos.
Cats are often angry, stressed, and
not looking or feeling their best.

Some cats may also have light
injuries from thrashing, which
people may associate with
aggression or illness. 

Show them in traps



Do...

Whenever possible, take
your photos and video at
eye level with the cat(s). 

This creates a feeling of
equality between the cat
and the viewer. 

Get down on their level



Photos and videos taken from
above are used in film to portray
vulnerability & fear. Hovering
over a cat to take your photo
could make the cat(s) seem more
inferior.

By getting down to meet the cat's
eye line, we can instead create a
sense of equality, trust, and
understanding between the
viewer and the cat.

VS



Do...

A lot of people think that all
community cats are feral.
While this is true for some,
we know that community
cats come in a wide range of
sociability, so it's important
to show that to others.

Show them interacting with
humans



Illustrating that these cats
interact positively with
their caregivers shows that
the community loves them.

This helps fight the
narrative that community
cats are a nuisance. 



Interaction with humans does not have to mean touching/petting. 

Just having the caregiver close to the cats in your shots can convey the
comfortability between them.



If you are filming your video for social media
(TikTok, Instagram reels/stories, etc.) then it's
best to film portrait/vertically

For a more formal video that you are going to
use on YouTube, a website, etc. you can film
landscape/horizontally

Landscape

Portrait

Video Orientation



VIDEO EDITING



Video Length
Less is more - people have short attention spans, so it's best to keep videos on the shorter side. 
A good standard video length (for a rescue website, or YouTube) is around 1 minute.
If your video is specifically for social media, even shorter (15 - 30 seconds) is best.

Music
If you plan to have text on screen, use music without any lyrics. The lyrics can distract from the
message on screen.

Video Editing Tips

Text & Voiceover
Text on screen is a great way to "narrate" your video and explain your messaging.
Text should be used thoughtfully, so you don't have large paragraphs on screen at one time.
Text is also ideal for Social Media, in case your viewer is watching without sound.
Voiceover is a good alternative if you have a lot to stay and want to avoid large 

             paragraphs of text on screen. 



Instagram reels/ Tik Tok
easily access/upload clips from you phone
easy to post directly after editing
music, sound effects, voiceovers, and text all
built in
can search for trending videos to use as a
"template" 

iMovie editing
free
lyric-free music available in-program
fairly user friendly

For PC users, downloadable free softwares include
Windows Video Editor, VSDC Free Video Editor,
HitFilm Express, Video Pad

Editing Programs/ Platforms



RESOURCES



Rescue-specific Volunteer Groups
Many rescue groups have their own Facebook groups,
listservs, etc.
If you're making videos for a specific rescue, ask them to tap into
their contacts to see if there are any volunteers skilled with
editing, photography, videography.

Resources / Free Services



Neighborhood Facebook groups
Most neighborhoods have a community facebook group. 
Join the group and make a post asking for video help. You might have a
photographer, videographer, social media savvy neighbor or a professional video
editor nearby who wants to lend a hand!



Reddit
City/neighborhood subreddits

Many cities have "subreddits" or groups for the
people in that city. Similar to the Facebook
groups, you can join and post for help among
your neighbors. I have actually gotten foster cats
adopted using this!

Video editing subreddit:
https://www.reddit.com/r/VideoEditingRequests/

This is a "subreddit" specifically for asking for
video editing help. Post here and someone with
video editing skills can offer to assist.



VIDEO EXAMPLES









Questions?


